
The face of men grooming rit-
uals has undergone a sea
change, and it is having a
moment lately. With the pan-
demic imposing closures of
salons and barbershops, there

is a boom in demand for men’s groom-
ing products and services. Notably,
men’s grooming is incomplete without
manscaping. However, most of us are
unaware of this term and wonder what
exactly manscaping is? To put it plainly,
manscaping is a routine of removing or
trimming men’s body hair to enhance
their appearances. 

With the prominence of manscaping,
its ways have transformed with time.
Today, in the age of body positivity, men
are no longer shamed if they sport a
neatly trimmed chest, arms and legs. It
is widely accepted today if men choose

to remove unwanted body hair like their
women counterparts. For your ease of
building up a routine, here’s a list of 4
ways to master the art of manscaping
with perfection.

Choosing the ideal trimmer &
blade

There are four manscaping options
for men (trimming, waxing, shaving,
and applying depilatory creams), and
they have to decide which one suits
them the best. Among all, trimming is
considered the safest and hassle-free.
This is because shaving has a high
chance of causing nicks and cuts.
Besides, men do not use separate blades
for shaving specific body parts, owing
to their careless and lethargic nature.
They hardly keep a separate razor for
shaving their sensitive-prone private

parts. Although shaving is a fast
process, it causes cuts, and the razors
are usually designed for removing facial
hair. 

On the other hand, neither waxing
provides the much-needed trimmed
sophisticated look, nor do depilatory
creams suit the skin type of everyone.
This indicates the importance of 
choosing a body trimmer specially
designed for body trimming over an
ordinary beard trimmer meant for facial
hair to keep your chest groomed every
time. 

The Ballistic Body Trimmer by Zlade
is an exceptionally curated body hair
trimmer that seamlessly trims the inti-
mate parts of your body. It is equipped
with ceramic blades and safe-edge tech-
nology, which phenomenally protects
the skin from nicks and cuts. 

Not forgetting the aftercare

Whatever method of body hair
removal you choose (waxing, shaving,
or trimming), your body skin will thank
you for slathering it with some post-
manscape love. Aftercare is incredibly
essential as your skin tends to become
vulnerable to sensitivity, irritation, and
infections after manscaping. Aftershave
balms help keep your skin on your
chest, legs, and crown area soothing and
reduce any kind of skin irritation or
razor bumps. Therefore, avoiding an
aftershave routine is a lousy skincare
move.

Manscaping under shower

It is always advisable to conduct a
manscaping routine when the water is
running or after a shower. You can

smoothly clean the delicate parts of
your body through friction and mini-
mize the risk of cuts and razor burns by
manscaping under the shower. Shaving
under the shower also ensures that all
the mess goes right down the drain,
making the process more accessible and
convenient. Keeping your skin wet or
moisturized while manscaping prevents
skin itchiness and makes your work
done smoothly. 

Trimming the neck hair

Skipping the neck hair trimming rou-
tine is a major mistake, as it can ruin a
good hairstyle by making your hairline
look truly messy and ugly. With the
right neck hair trimmer, you can shape,
line up, and cut a clean neckline by
trimming your neck hair anytime to get
the perfect well-groomed look. Besides,
at-home trimming also eradicates your
frequent visits to salons and barber-
shops. 

Summing up

Manscaping has indeed emerged to
be an art of manliness over the years. It
has helped men to scale up their pre-
sentability and boost their self-confi-
dence. So, incorporating a manscaping
regimen into your personal grooming
routine is a boon that will undoubtedly
help you look more hygienic and pol-
ished.

(The writer, Suraj Chaudhari, is the Co-founder and
CEO of Zlade)
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nology and use of
technology is revamp-

ing the economy
doubtlessly. The technology

skill market has the most evident
mismatch vis-à-vis available talent to

fit the needs of an employer, yet the
major players are contingenting on the

automation of process efficiencies. In an inter-
view with The Pioneer, Yogita Tulsiani, MD CO-

Founder at iXceed Solutions, discusses the same. As the
race to hire top talent in IT heats up, Yogita tells their mission is

to enable organisations to match their growth with business demand
and clients to modernise and adapt new technologies for staying ahead
of the curve, by improving employee-employer relations via trust-based-
hiring, seamlessly merging the practises of contractual staffing, solu-
tions delivery and recruitment into a custom-fit solution.

“The start of the pandemic, as well as the introduction of technology
has hastened the pace of distant work. The employment contracts were
floating around the market and qualified people with many offers were
still looking for better chances, amidst a lot of time in the interim. As a

result, a whole new post-covid world scenario has emerged with enter-
prises attempting to build and maintain a solid IT infrastructure in
order to deploy hybrid work models at the workplace which led to
increased flexibility of IT developers and businesses towards remote
working. — iXceed seized the opportunity, and developed a specific 5F
strategy structure with aspects such as Focus, Find, Filter, Fit, and Flex
that allow employers and workers to make quick and informed deci-
sions about cooperating. As an organisation we believed that ‘when you
share risk, the collective risk goes down.’ Buckling delivery methods led
to fastening adoption and expansion. Concomitantly they assisted com-
panies in appropriating the applicants on one side, on the other side
afforded assistance to the potential employees in making the proper
decision about their future employer with respect to their growth
opportunities and cultural fit,” tells Yogita on the challenges the firm
faced during the pandemic and how it overcame with grace.

The firm has become so successful that they now plan to expand in
new geographies – specially US. They also plan to enhance the growth
of new service lines — technology solutions and enterprise services.
“We also focusing on creating a better ecosystem for employees to boost
their growth and add value to themselves.We plan to increase our rev-
enue growth by 40% YOY and become the employer of choice across
Europe and India. We intend to grow our global customer base. We’re
also planning to create valuable relationships for businesses and people
by providing efficient talent solutions. Connect talent with global
opportunities. Expand footprints in Americas and expand more in Asia
Pacific. We recently started working in South-East Asian and Middle
East markets as well. Not just this we’re also planning proliferation
across varied industries beyond IT. Expanding workforce in India,
Poland, ME and other parts of world,” concludes Yogita.
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ew series of Mission Frontline is being
launched on Discovery+ and who better
than the action director Rohit Shetty to
be a part of it! The king of action didn’t
know at all what he was getting into —
he was in there for a lot of unexpected

surprises. It was his knack to push himself into
places that are undiscovered and difficult to dodge
on the planet Earth that he came on board for an
interesting series like this. As serious as he looks in
his BTS scenes, we saw a very new side of the pro-
prietor of the Singham franchise — immensely sar-
castic and a giggling director sitting right in front
of us in a virtual press conference. It was a pleasur-
able sight to watch weighty and disciplined Rohit
Shetty indulging in a lot of laughter with us.
The enormous collection of awards behind him
was a pointer towards his massive success that he’s
reached all by himself. Asking him about spending
a day in action with the Armed forces and the
kind of feelings he was going through, he reflects,
“I felt like a police personnel for that day but
debarring the fact that I am not a commando,
rest everything was definitely so real. From
ammunition, vehicles to the commandos —
nothing was pretense. I realised their strug-
gle, especially serving in a state like J&K
looking at the unexpected situations report-
ed everyday. My association with the cops is
so unbreakable that I couldn’t have turned
this concept down ever. Singham, cops and
Rohit Shetty should always be taken in one
sentence.”

The series wasn’t a fictitious
one, Rohit Shetty was
actually living the
life of a
police
officer
for

a day and as a director himself he could under-
stand the uphill tasks the Discovery team must
have gone through. He reveals to us, “Doing a
recce at a place like Srinagar isn’t an easy task. My
photographs are ready to be disclosed on the day
of the big launch! Whatever I had seen in a
Hollywood film, the kind of interceptor rooms and
bullets to catch hold of terrorists is actually a reali-
ty. Our country has it too! I was given adequate
information about those shells, I was taught how
to use them — it was a lifetime experience. I again
felt proud to be an Indian.”

All this while, the only thought that was pon-
dering in the director’s mind was that is he getting
trained all over again? Because, the guns he was
firing were real! He adds, “The stories of comman-
dos are even more heart-wrenching. I wasn’t with

the khakee cops; it’s
a special task

force. They are
the first guys

to react in a
dangerous
situation
before
the
Army
steps in
and what
surprised

me was
they live
like any
other

locals
there. They

aren’t
deployed, they

are trained under
NSG. It’s not even

close to operating a police
station — such is the dif-

ference. The kids are
born there and then

join the forces,
what better

way of
showing

patrio-

tism?.”
For a change, Shetty was ruling in front of the

camera and not instructing from behind and that’s
what caught our attention too! He was going
through a pot of mixed feelings, he responds, “I
am a constantly evolving part of the Fear Factor
show, dedicated a long time to it and that was in
front of the camera. For me, it was like going
for a shoot but with real projectiles! I
was highly cautious of how I was
behaving, what am I saying, am
I following all of their proto-
cols, etc. The temperature
was freezing there, Dal
Lake was frozen and
there was fog every-
where. I’ll call our
commandos super-
heroes. In spite of
being known for a
cop franchise, mis-
sion frontline was
the one which dis-
closed the real world
of a commando
before me.”

When The Pioneer
exclusively asked him to
narrate one of his fondest
memories that he spent
with any of the commandos,
Golmaal director states, “There
was a story at every turn, not just
a story but an emotional saga unfold-
ing before me. The senior most comman-
do turned to a cop in 90s only because his father
was killed by a terrorist — the moment I heard
this it shook me. While patrolling, I heard many of
the commandos telling me how they lost one of
their fellow commandos, it’s sad to hear. There was
no fear in their eyes, not any of them and I was
stunned. Despite knowing the circumstances, no
one ever backed out. For a matter of fact, an
engineer turned to a commando because his
father was killed by a terrorist — this will
be so inspirational for the youngsters
because it will lead them to know
how one must channelize
their anger. Today, the
same person is a
highly decorated
cop in his

department.”
Clarifying further how Singham 3 will always

stay as Ajay Devgn’s brand, yet episodes like this
in life upgrade him as a director to showcase
more perspectives towards the world through his
movies. Even during Mission Frontline, the
director in him was popping out during suitable
intervals to which he laughed his heart out.
After serving as a host and mentor for a reality
television show based on fear itself for such a
long time, it was only natural for the press to
ask fears of Rohit Shetty and he asserts, “I
don’t fear anything, pressurising situations do
arise. Anything can go wrong at any given
point of time. I have gotten upset too but I
never overthink. I don't have that time to
consume myself, every year I have a film or
show to do.”

The episodes will see him spend a day
with J&K Police’s Special Operations

Group in Srinagar and we
can’t wait to watch him

come to blows
with it!

Rohit Shetty lives the life of
a commando for a day!
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